IRELAND
8

unbelievable days
full of pure joy & surfing

All info at

https://surfway-ireland.com

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

Dates: Saturday arrivals, full schedule at https://surfwayireland.com
Location: the County of Donegal, Ireland
Organization & on-site support: Surfway Ireland club
Accommodation: authentic Irish style surf villa with twin
bedrooms
Territory: BBQ area, private territory, proximity to Irish pubs &
restaurants
Amenities: WiFi, lounge & dining areas
Meals: full board by our talented chef in the best Irish
traditions
Entertainment: traditional pub dinner, national dancing &
singing night, ocean view beer tasting
Excursions: Glenveagh Castle, Horn Head rocks, Dunlewey
Castle ruins. Additional excursions are available at your
request*
Visa: visa assistance if needed (UK visa is ok)
Price: 1080 € (flight not included). Early booking discount!
* Visit https://surfway-ireland.com to personalize the tour and order any
additional services & excursions. Get the most of your adventure!

ABOUT SURFING

Surf level: from beginners to advanced
Spots: great waves for any level, free line-ups
Lessons: 4 * 2—2.5 hours surf lessons. Each lesson
is enriched by professional coaching to get
guaranteed results
Additional surf lessons: additional private & group
surf lessons are available daily upon request, prices at
https://surfway-ireland.com
Group size: up to 8 people, max 4-5 people per one
instructor
Instructors: ISA certified pros
Equipment: high-quality surfboards + warm wetsuits
free rental
Quality control: all-time coaching by instructors,
photo & video progress shooting with follow-up
analysis

Dear Friend,
Join us in the lifetime adventure to Ireland, the country of Guinness, shamrock, St. Patrick and
Colin Farrell the Incredible!
Ireland is also famous for its unbelievable surfing! We surf tested 30+ countries, so we hope you
can rely on our judgement!
If you are an experienced surfer, you can get the most of the exciting waves born near the Atlantic
uneven coast line and fantastic cliffs. If you are planning to make the first steps, you will be totally
happy with the quiet and comfy waves not far from numerous beaches. We guarantee quick
progress as you will have the best instructors with personal approach to every surfer!
You will get the best of Ireland: intact nature, great surfing, delicious local cuisine and kind
hearted locals. It is right here where we found our second home and got the unique surfing
experience. Now we are ready to share this ideal world with you!
Let’s go? We promise an unforgettable week!
Riding the wave,
Yours Surfway Ireland Team

DAY ONE, SATURDAY
It’s the first day of our once-in-a-lifetime adventure! It starts right at the airport with a Moscow — Dublin flight
(we recommend a direct one by Aeroflot Airlines). Surfway Ireland team will be happy to meet you upon
arrival and organize a comfy transfer to the County of Donegal where our surf villa is located.
It’s an authentic Irish style house with all amenities offering twin bedrooms and the Atlantic ocean view. Ideal
location far from large cities and close to untouched nature helps you deep dive into Irish unique culture and
history.
We select the rooms, unpack and test local Wi-Fi network which is quite good. Besides, it’s the right time to
get better acquainted and have a rest.

DAY TWO, SUNDAY
Let’s start the day with a balanced breakfast prepared by our chef who gets the most of local cuisine.
Right after the meal we find ourselves in the world of surfing. We get acquainted with our cool instructors who
share the safety basics (oh, here you will learn that theory can be both useful and exciting!). They also help
us choose the best gear and clothing. Warm wetsuits and high quality surf boards are selected based on the
individual preferences, skill level and physical state.
Here comes the first surf lesson. We learn how to ride the board, how to select the best waves and how to
control our own body and emotions.
In the evening we have a rest, a light walk and a great dinner cooked by our incredible chef.

DAY THREE, MONDAY
After a relaxing night we are totally ready for mistakes analysis session held by our instructors. It is actually
one of our ultimate goals — to significantly better the results of each and every team member helping him or
her to enjoy every second of surfing and our trip.
A bit later we are divided into two groups based on our skill level. That means that the second surf lesson will
be even more efficient. We follow our progress & instructors’ guidelines which do not hesitate to improve our
results.
After lunch all surf lovers can go to the additional surf lesson. In the evening we’ll unite to dive into the culture
of friendly Ireland. During the night we enjoy national dances and music performance. It helps us understand
why St. Patrick’s land is the only country which has the musical instrument on its emblem.

DAY FOUR, TUESDAY
]We are full of energy as the day promises new records and pleasure. The surf board reacts better and
better, our bodies become stronger, our instructors are sure we are progressing quickly.
After lunch you can test your surf skills during the additional lesson. In the evening we have a full relax.
We plan to test several beers (which are what Ireland is famous for!) from local producers right on the
ocean shore. Yep, bespoken Guinness with black current juice is on the list!

DAY FIVE, WEDNESDAY
This is a surfing free day which we plan to spend in the Glenveagh national park.
Light rucksacks with water bottles, comfy shoes — we need nothing else to hike to the castle situated on the
mountain. We’ll pass picturesque forests, emerald lakes and waterfalls. If we are lucky enough, we will see
the wild deer. Not far from the castle we will have a rest for a photo session and light snacks.
If you can live no day without surfing, you can stay at the surf villa. We’ll be happy to arrange additional
lessons for you — both group or individual.

DAY SIX, THURSDAY
Keep on opening hidden Ireland? Today we are hiking to the Horn Head. These rocky formations descend
into the water and through the water noise the singing of numerous birds is barely heard. This should not
cheat you: in the season thousands of birds nestle here. The Irish government even included the Horn Head
region in the list of protected areas and helps the local fauna. On the rocks we take a rest, eat our lunch and
enjoy the untouched nature of the northern part of Ireland.
A bit later we hike to the view point from which we can see the ruins of the Dunlewey Castle and the bay.
Right here, where the severe nature of the Atlantic ocean dominates, you best feel the authenticity and
beauty of Ireland. Oh, the place for the photo shooting is chosen perfectly!
Kind reminder that all those staying at the villa can enjoy additional surf sessions J

DAY SEVEN, FRIDAY
It’s high time to challenge all the acquired skills, ride the most naughty waves and feel our incredible
progress. It’s time to stop for a moment, breathe deeply and tell yourself that surfing is forever!
In the evening we have a celebration at a local restaurant. We review our progress which is the result of our
willpower and professional coaching. We share the most vivid memories and our wins, make plans for the
next trips and exchange contact info and best pics. Quite cool time, right?

DAY EIGHT, SATURDAY
Rich breakfast is a must! We thank our chef for the great gastro experience of the Irish cuisine and set off to
pack our bags.
We say good bye to our instructors who have almost become our family members. Here starts the comfy
journey to the Dublin airport. We arrive right in time for the Dublin — Moscow fight operated by Aeroflot
Airlines so that you wont’t have to wait for a long time.
We are sure you have a lovely time at the airport. Why not spend it on planning the next Surfway trip with
your new friends?
See you soon and many thanks for great experience!

Go beyond the limits, open a
great surfing world and fall in
love in the incredible Ireland
with Surfway Ireland!
If any questions, you are
welcome!
BR,
Surfway Ireland Team

